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Executive Summary
President Donald Trump’s animosity towards Muslims is well documented. During his campaign, he
often expressed suspicions about American Muslims, called for greater surveillance of their mosques and
communities, and refused to rule out forced registration of Muslims in government databases.1 Within a
week of taking office, he fulfilled his campaign promise to institute a "Muslim ban," issuing an executive
order temporarily barring people from seven Muslim-majority countries from entering the United States
and halting the Syrian refugee program. Two federal courts halted implementation of the order, relying
in part on his calling for a ban on Muslims entering the country.2 Trump transition officials have also
signaled the administration's intent to target American Muslims in other ways. They have floated the idea
of renaming the Department of Homeland Security's Countering Violent Extremism (CVE) program
“Countering Radical Islam or Countering Violent Jihad,” to make clear it will target only American
Muslims.3 Reports suggest that such a change is imminent.4 New DHS Secretary John Kelly is conducting
a review of the program which will determine its final contours.5 Four groups previously awarded over
$2.2 million in federal dollars to work on CVE projects aimed at Muslim communities worried by the
new administration's statements have stated that they will decline the funds, and others may follow suit.6
Regardless of whether CVE is called Countering Radical Islam or not, the programs initiated under
this rubric by the Obama administration — while couched in neutral terms — have, in practice,
focused almost exclusively on American Muslim communities. This is despite the fact that empirical
data shows that violence from far right movements results in at least as many fatalities in the U.S. as
attacks inspired by Al Qaeda or the Islamic State.7 CVE not only stigmatizes Muslim communities
as inherently suspect, it also creates serious risks of flagging innocuous activity as pre-terrorism and
suppressing religious observance and speech. These flaws are only exacerbated when CVE programs are
run by an administration that is overtly hostile towards Muslims, and that includes within its highest
ranks individuals known for their frequent and public denunciations of a faith that is practiced by 1.6
billion people around the world.8
CVE has been part of the conversation about counterterrorism for over a decade, but the approach
became more prominent in the United States starting in 2011, when the White House issued its
“National Strategy for Empowering Local Partners to Prevent Violent Extremism in the United States.”
CVE aims to supplement law enforcement counterterrorism tactics such as surveillance, investigations,
and prosecutions with a secondary set of prevention measures. Roughly speaking, these can be divided
into three categories:
1. Initiatives focused on identifying American Muslims — especially young people — who
have adopted “radical” or “extremist” ideas, or who supposedly exhibit signs of alienation
and are therefore assumed to be at risk for becoming terrorists. These are frequently called
intervention programs, and are supported by research grants aimed at identifying the
predictive signatures of people who become terrorists.
2. Programs to fund or facilitate the provision of health, education, and social services to
American Muslim communities, based on the theory that adverse economic and social
conditions facilitate terrorism.
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3. The promotion of messages that the government believes will counter the propaganda
of groups like ISIS, as well as monitoring and sometimes suppressing messages that the
government believes foster extremism, including encouraging Internet companies to remove
extremist or terrorist content from their websites and promote counter-messages.9
In 2014, the Department of Justice (DOJ) announced CVE pilot programs in Boston, Los Angeles,
Minneapolis, and Montgomery County, Maryland. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has
launched its own initiatives and Congress has allocated $10 million for the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) Office of Community Partnerships to distribute in grant funding. These funds were
awarded in the waning days of the Obama administration to a mix of 31 police departments, academic
institutions, and non-profit groups.10
CVE proponents often present the strategy as a “soft” approach, which aims to divert at-risk American
Muslims away from terrorism. A central goal of the Obama administration was to develop partnerships
between the government and Muslim civil society to identify individuals at risk of terrorism and
conduct interventions, which could include counseling, mentoring, or mental health treatment. The
aim may be laudable, but CVE’s negative consequences outweigh any assumed and unproven benefits.
Many CVE programs label people as potential terrorists using disproven criteria and methods. The first
is that extremist ideology is a precursor to, and driver of, terrorism. While this proposition has some
intuitive appeal, it has been disproven by decades of empirical research. Many people hold views that
can be described as “extreme” and never act violently; the reverse is also true.
The second disproven premise underlying CVE is that there is a predictable path toward terrorism, and
that potential terrorists have identifiable markers. This notion has also been repeatedly debunked by
empirical findings acknowledged by the White House and various law enforcement agencies. Yet CVE
programs run or sponsored by the government continue to use unscientific lists of markers or signs in
a misguided effort to identify individuals who are supposedly on their way to becoming terrorists. This
overly broad approach creates a grave risk that people who have nothing to do with terrorism will be
labeled potential threats, particularly because schoolteachers and social service and healthcare providers
who come into contact with young Muslims, but have no law enforcement or intelligence experience,
are expected to make these determinations.
CVE intervention programs are framed as community-led efforts to counsel young Muslims. In practice
they are mostly led, funded, and administered by law enforcement agencies, including the Departments
of Justice and Homeland Security, U.S. Attorney’s Offices, the FBI, and state and local law enforcement
agencies. The involvement of these agencies increases the likelihood that these programs will act as a
vehicle for intelligence reporting about people and organizations in CVE-targeted communities who
have been identified as terrorism risks based on disproven indicators. Publicly available information
about these programs does not include rules preventing the entities that receive funding for, or
participate in, CVE programs from sharing information with the FBI and police.
It is unlikely that either new or existing CVE programs will carry tangible security benefits. Channeling
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law enforcement resources into investigating people based on a potpourri of unproven indicators isn’t
likely to snare criminals, but rather to draw scrutiny to individuals whose speech or beliefs are outside the
mainstream. In addition, these programs risk damaging critical relationships between law enforcement
and Muslim communities, further undermining the goal of preventing terrorism.
These risks are far from theoretical. The United Kingdom has used a similar approach, which has
resulted in thousands of people, including children, being wrongly identified as potential terrorists.
The U.K.’s CVE program is widely perceived as targeting Muslims, particularly their political views;
and has resulted in widespread suspicion of government among British Muslims. Top officials in the
government have called for its review or dismantling.
Finally, by targeting extreme or radical viewpoints — either by identifying political views as potential
indicators of terrorism, or by seeking to suppress them online — CVE programs restrict discourse
and debate. This not only undermines First Amendment values, but also drives terrorist narratives
underground, where they are harder to challenge.
This report aims to trigger a much-needed course correction by highlighting the risks of CVE programs.
It recommends a shift away from CVE to a framework that focuses on viewing American Muslims as
a source of strength rather than suspicion. The report makes six recommendations, which should be
implemented by the responsible federal, state, and local agencies.
First, counterterrorism and law enforcement officials should focus on what has been proven to
work, rather than trying to identify pre-terrorists based on disproven criteria. This means vigorously
investigating any suspicion of criminal activity, a tactic that has a proven track record of leading to
counterterrorism successes. Communities should feel comfortable sharing information when they
suspect criminal activity, rather than pressured to detect nebulous markers of radicalization.
Second, although American Muslims have a strong record of assisting law enforcement, these
relationships have been frayed by 15 years in which their communities have been the primary focus
of counterterrorism efforts, most recently by CVE. To increase mutual trust, government agencies
should reset engagement efforts with American Muslims to cover a broad range of issues, rather than
focusing resources on contentious counterterrorism programs. Law enforcement officers should not
lead engagement efforts and there should be strict protocols for the sharing of information gathered in
the course of community outreach.
Third, to the extent that the federal government continues to conduct or provide funding for CVE
programs, it should ensure that the agencies running CVE programs, as well the groups and agencies
that receive federal dollars, have in place public and robust safeguards against the manifest risks posed
by these programs before they are implemented.
Fourth, while there is no evidence to suggest that providing funds for social and educational programs
helps prevent terrorism, these initiatives are generally beneficial and could be continued. However, to
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avoid the risks associated with CVE, these programs should be conducted outside the counterterrorism
and law enforcement umbrella, and include safeguards to prevent them from turning into vehicles for
intelligence gathering.
Fifth, with respect to CVE measures relating to the Internet — i.e., monitoring and removal of content
and counter-messaging — this report recommends greater transparency and the development of
procedural safeguards.
Finally, government funding of terrorism research should adhere to scientific protocols, measure the
effectiveness of CVE programs, and pay close attention to their impact on community relations and
constitutional norms.
Even if the federal government pulls back from its active sponsorship of CVE or renames it to make
clear that the target is “radical Islam,” the infrastructure for these programs has already been developed
at the local level. It is therefore critical that government agencies, particularly at the state and local levels,
heed the recommendations set out above and dismantle, or at the very least substantially reconfigure,
their CVE programs.
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I.

CVE Takes Center Stage
While the ideas underlying CVE have been around for years, the approach became an increasingly
prominent part of U.S. counterterrorism policy since 2011.

A. White House CVE Strategy and Plans
In August 2011, President Obama unveiled the “National Strategy for Empowering Local Partners to
Prevent Violent Extremism in the United States” (White House CVE Strategy),11 which was followed
by an implementation plan (2011 White House CVE Implementation Plan).12 The latter was updated
in October 2016 (2016 White House CVE Implementation Plan).13
The first plank of Obama’s White House CVE Strategy was “enhancing [f ]ederal engagement with
and support to local communities targeted by violent extremists.”14 While CVE was framed without
reference to a particular group or ideology, President Obama’s introduction to the document suggests
that American Muslims are the primary target.15 Indeed, the Brennan Center’s research shows that
the bulk of these initiatives, as well as the pilot programs discussed later in this report, are focused on
American Muslims.16 The aim of the strategy was to leverage post-9/11 outreach efforts designed to
foster better relations between law enforcement and Muslim communities to encourage them to work
with law enforcement to identify potential violent extremists and develop intervention strategies.17
This goal was highlighted in the White House 2016 CVE Implementation Plan and in the DHS
implementing grant program, both of which explicitly envision support for interventions.
Research on CVE was the second plank of the strategy,18 in order to develop training for communities
and government “about how people are radicalized to accept violence, and what has worked to prevent
violent extremism.”19 The 2016 CVE Implementation Plan included an additional emphasis: making
such research more easily accessible to the public in order to inform CVE programs.20
The final goal was to develop methods to counter internet propaganda that promotes violent extremism.21
This included monitoring social networking sites that advance violent extremist narratives and refuting
their messages.22 The 2011 White House CVE Implementation Plan acknowledged that the latter
was the “most challenging area of work, requiring careful consideration of a number of legal issues,
especially those related to the First Amendment.”23
Obama’s CVE Strategy recognized the risks posed by this approach and put forward broadly worded
principles aimed at ameliorating them. These included the need to protect civil rights and civil liberties
and to ensure that the government did not “stigmatize or blame communities because of the actions
of a handful of individuals,” as well as the admonition that strong religious beliefs and opposition to
government policy should not be confused with violent extremism.24 Yet, despite repeated requests
from civil rights and community organizations, the Obama administration never provided information
on how these principles would be implemented.25
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The 2016 White House CVE Plan acknowledged community opposition, noting that “some have
expressed fear of stigmatization and general distrust regarding CVE efforts, specifically citing
community engagement as being carried out for purposes of law enforcement investigations or
intelligence collection.”26 In response, the plan noted that investigation and intelligence collection are
“not the goal of CVE efforts” and that “[p]rotection of individual privacy and freedom of expression …
will be woven into all efforts.”27 Agency lawyers would “analyze potential privacy, civil rights, and civil
liberties considerations” for federal CVE programs. But there is no indication that assessments will be
made public or that federally-funded programs run by state and local agencies or non-governmental
organizations (which make up a significant portion of these efforts) will be evaluated.28 Indeed, as
discussed later in this report, there is little evidence that such assessments have been undertaken or that
protections have been incorporated into either the FBI’s CVE initiatives or the pilot programs funded
by the federal government.29

B. Action by Congress and Federal Agencies
An inter-agency CVE task force was established in early 2016, led by the Justice Department and
DHS.30 A few months earlier, DHS established an Office of Community Partnerships, with the stated
mission of countering violent extremism,31 which recently issued its own CVE strategy (2016 DHS
CVE Strategy). The guiding principles of the strategy state that “[i]ntelligence and law enforcement
investigations are not part of CVE activities,” and that “[p]reservation of individual liberty, fairness,
and equality under the law and respect for civil rights, civil liberties, and privacy are fundamental to
CVE.”32
Funding for CVE has also increased. Because grants for these programs flow through several different
agencies and programs, and may not even be designated as CVE, it is not possible to get a complete
picture. For the last few years, the government dedicated between $3 million to $4 million annually
of the National Institute of Justice’s budget for research aimed at understanding what leads individuals
to terrorism.33 In addition, DHS’s newly-created Office of Community Partnerships was allotted $13
million, of which $10 million was earmarked for grants “to help states and local communities prepare
for, prevent, and respond to emergent threats from violent extremism.”34 CVE dollars may also be
available through other sources, such as the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services at the
Justice Department, which funded a program in Montgomery County, Maryland in 2014.35
The request for grant proposals from the DHS Office for Community Partnerships recognized the need
to ensure that CVE programs do not “infringe on individual privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties.”36
Those seeking grants were required to “describe any potential impacts to privacy, civil rights, and civil
liberties and ways in which applicants will protect against or mitigate those impacts and administer
their program(s) in a nondiscriminatory manner.”37 Applications that did not appropriately protect
civil rights and civil liberties would not be eligible for grants.38
On January 13, 2017, days before Obama left office, DHS released the list of 31 CVE grant recipients,
which includes the broad categories into which they fall.39 Approximately $2 million was allocated for
“developing resilience.”40 About the same amount was earmarked for training and engagement activities
and on intervention programs each, while about $2.7 million is allocated to challenging the narrative.
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Exporting CVE to the World
The U.S. has been a vocal proponent for CVE at the U.N. In 2014, it sponsored a Security Council
resolution requiring governments to take action against foreign fighters, which included a section
on CVE.41 Although the resolution neither defined violent extremism nor affirmatively stated that
it leads to terrorism,42 it nonetheless elevated CVE as an essential part of addressing terrorism and
asked states to take measures to combat violent extremism.43
President Obama placed his personal imprimatur on these efforts, putting in a rare appearance at
the meeting that approved the resolution on foreign fighters. In February 2015, President Obama
brought together high-ranking officials from 70 countries for a three-day summit on CVE.44
The U.S. has also led efforts to embed CVE in the U.N.’s human rights institutions, sponsoring
a resolution at the U.N. Human Rights Council.45 The passage of the resolution was contentious,
necessitating a rare vote in the Council.46 Four of the original sponsors — Ireland, the Netherlands,
Norway, and the United Kingdom — withdrew their support after its passage because of concerns
about changes made during the floor debate.47
In December 2015, the U.N. Secretary General issued a Plan of Action to Prevent Violent Extremism,
which positioned CVE as a human rights-focused alternative to security-based counterterrorism
approaches.48 Critics have noted that, like U.N. resolutions on CVE, the plan does not define
“violent extremism,” fails to present convincing evidence of the causes or “drivers” of “violent
extremism,” and “despite these threshold failings, … nonetheless prescribes a host of programmatic,
political, and institutional actions with significant implications.”49
U.N. human rights experts have raised concerns about the impact of CVE. In 2016, Ben Emmerson,
the Special Rapporteur for Counterterrorism and Human Rights, issued a report highlighting the
conceptual weaknesses of the CVE framework and cautioned that the approach jeopardizes antidiscrimination norms, freedom of expression, freedom of movement, and securitizes the protection
of human rights in undesirable ways.50 In their annual Joint Declaration in May 2016, the United
Nations Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression, David Kaye, and his counterparts from the
African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights, and the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, also raised concerns that
CVE programs “risk undermining freedom of expression.”51 Kaye warned that: “efforts to counter
‘violent extremism’ can be the ‘perfect excuse’ for democratic and authoritarian governments around
the world to restrict free expression and seek to control access to information.”52
A final tranche of a little over $1 million was awarded to “building capacity” of community-level nonprofit organizations active in CVE. As of this writing, four groups awarded funds have stated that they
will decline the funding in light of the Trump administration’s apparent antipathy to Muslims, while
one other has stated that it will do so if the framework for the program is changed to combating radical
Islam rather than violent extremism generally.53
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It is impossible to evaluate the actual programs being funded because grant applications have not been
made public; we also do not know whether they have incorporated adequate non-discrimination and
civil rights and civil liberties protections. Two points about the grants are, however, worth noting. First,
almost one-third of the funding will go to police and public service agencies and policing research
institutions, underlining the central role of law enforcement in CVE. Second, of the non-profit
groups providing services to communities and individuals, groups focusing on Muslims were awarded
approximately 80 percent of funding.54 A notable exception is the allocation of $400,000 to Life After
Hate, a group run by former members of the “American violent far-right extremist movement,” which
is known for its work in counseling individuals who wish to leave these movements.55 An important
distinction between Life After Hate and the intervention programs targeted at Muslim communities is
that the group assists those who have self-identified as belonging to violent extremist movements with
disengagement, and not on identifying pre-terrorists.56
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II.

CVE’s Shaky Foundations
CVE programs are built on two shaky premises. The first is that extremist ideology is a precursor to,
and driver of, terrorism. While this proposition has some intuitive appeal, it has been disproven by
decades of empirical research. Many people hold views that can be described as “extreme” and never act
violently; the reverse is also true. The second premise is that there is a predictable path toward terrorism
with clear markers that can be used to identify potential terrorists. This notion has also been repeatedly
debunked by empirical research.
Below, we detail what empirical research tells us about how people become terrorists. In the next
section, we explain how the U.S. government’s CVE framework departs from these findings.

A. Extremist Beliefs Do Not Cause Terrorism
Extreme or radical views are often assumed to lie at the heart of terrorism. But evidence shows that
the overwhelming majority of people who hold radical beliefs do not engage in, nor support, violence.
Prominent counterterrorism experts sum up what the research shows:
•

Prof. Randy Borum, University of South Florida: “A focus on radicalization … risks implying
that radical beliefs are a proxy — or at least a necessary precursor — for terrorism. We know
this not to be true. Most people who hold radical ideas do not engage in terrorism, and many
terrorists — even those who lay claim to a ‘cause’ — are not deeply ideological and may not
‘radicalize’ in any traditional sense.”57

•

Prof. John Horgan, Georgia State University: “The idea that radicalization causes terrorism
is perhaps the greatest myth alive today … the overwhelming majority of people who hold
radical beliefs do not engage in violence [and] there is increasing evidence that people who
engage in terrorism don’t necessarily hold radical beliefs.”58

•

Prof. Andrew Silke, University of East London: “The evidence isn’t there to say ideology is
the prime reason why people are becoming terrorists, and yet ideology is the foundation on
which the counterterrorism effort is built. … That is a mistake.”59

•

Dr. Marc Sageman, former CIA Officer: “[I]deology is commonly blamed for this turn to
violence … [b]ut my interviews with terrorists in the name of Islam showed me that they
were not ideologues and, indeed, did not understand much about their ideology … there
are big problems with the ideology thesis. It is not a necessary condition to becoming a
terrorist.”60

These views are supported by a multitude of empirical studies, several of which were funded or
conducted by governments, including those of the United States and the United Kingdom.61
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Even the FBI acknowledges the difficulty of pinpointing the role of ideology in terrorism. In 2011,
the Bureau analyzed 57 terrorism plots62 to evaluate the impact of Anwar al-Awlaki, the highprofile American-born cleric who was killed by a drone strike in Yemen.63 He is widely considered
the “inspiration” for several terrorist attacks, including the 2005 London subway bombings and the
attempted 2010 Times Square bombing.64 The FBI concluded:
It is difficult to quantify the degree to which Islamist materials and ideologues — such as
Anwar al-Aulaqi (US Person), Abdullah e-Faisal, and Feiz Muhammed, all of whom appeal to
English-speaking audiences — played a part in the radicalization of the persons included in this
assessment. … While Internet personalities are often cited as a source of radicalization, factors
outside the scope of this assessment — such as social environment and personal psychology
(how a person processes both external and internal messaging) — were also influential.65
The FBI’s assessment hints at the difficulty in predicting who will become a terrorist, a topic explored
in the next section.

B. No “Terrorist Profile” or Tell-Tale Signs of Terrorism
Western governments have spent millions trying to find a predictable trajectory that leads someone
to terrorism or the tell-tale signs of a potentially violent actor. While the search continues,66 empirical
analysis has produced two definitive conclusions:
•

There is no fixed profile of a terrorist. The process by which a person embraces violence is
dynamic and involves an array of personal, social and political factors that interact with each
other in complex, individualistic ways.

•

Precisely because it is a complex mix of factors that leads to terrorism, there is no predictable
path to violence. It is simply impossible to reliably assess who will become a terrorist within
a population and who will not.

As detailed in the Brennan Center’s 2011 report, Rethinking Radicalization, law enforcement agencies,
including the FBI and the New York City Police Department (NYPD), initially embraced a “religious
conveyor belt” theory of how an individual becomes a terrorist. In essence, both agencies posited that
there is a consistent, predictable pattern of stages of radicalization, which begins with the adoption of
extremist religious beliefs.67 The notion of a religious or ideological “conveyor belt” with visible markers
along the way has been thoroughly debunked.68
Noted counter-terrorism scholar and former CIA officer Marc Sageman, summed up the state of research,
stating: “[d]espite decades of research … we still do not know what leads people to engage in political
violence. Attempts to discern a terrorist ‘profile’ or to model terrorist behavior have failed to yield
lasting insights.”69 The original proponents of the theory, the NYPD and the FBI, have retreated from
their positions. In 2016, the NYPD’s report on homegrown terrorism — which set out the conveyor
belt theory — was removed from the department’s website as part of the settlement of a lawsuit about
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the department’s surveillance of Muslims.70 The FBI’s Strategic Plan to Curb Violent Extremism goes
even further. Obtained through a Freedom of Information Act request and never before published, it
unambiguously states:
There is neither one path or personality type, which is prone to adopting extremist views of
exhibiting violent tendencies, nor is there a singular path or personality that leaves an individual
vulnerable to others who may seek to impress these views or tendencies upon them. There are
no individually unique behavioral changes for those who mobilize to violent extremism.71
Rather, according to the FBI, social science research has developed “numerous behavioral models
outlin[ing] the dynamics and factors leading to violent extremism” and has come to the conclusion that
“violent extremism is not a linear progression, but an evolving, dynamic situation involving numerous
factors, catalysts, inhibitors, and mobilization variables.”72
In sum, researchers agree, as does the FBI, that there are no unique signs of individuals who may be
likely to commit terrorism.
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III.

U.S. Government CVE Model Not Supported By Empirical Research
There is a deep disconnect between counterterrorism researchers who believe that “we are no closer to
answering our original question about what leads people to turn to political violence” and government
agencies that recognize this reality, but nonetheless promote CVE programs which assume that that
there must be ways to identify people who might become terrorists.73 CVE relies on community partners
— such as schools, social workers, and religious leaders — to pinpoint such individuals. But experience
has shown that even trained law enforcement professionals with access to secret intelligence and stateof-the-art analytics have difficulty predicting who might become violent in the future.
Additionally, CVE undermines the social compacts and trusting relationships school teachers, social workers,
and religious figures require to effectively serve communities. This is because CVE programs are often run
by, or in close cooperation with, law enforcement officials, without safeguards to prevent the exchange of
confidential information. This means that personal details about people identified as potential terrorists — on
the basis of disproven indicators — can easily be shared with law enforcement agencies, essentially resulting
in a system of soft surveillance and reporting by entities that are traditionally bound to confidentiality. People
will withhold information from doctors, counselors, social workers, and teachers if they think they will
report their conversations to the police.
This approach is also unlikely to contribute to safety. CVE programs will result in the reporting of large
numbers of people who have nothing to do with terrorism and the diversion of law enforcement resources
from more fruitful pursuits. Moreover, CVE has been counterproductive; it is sowing distrust of government
in the very American Muslim communities that have been strong partners in counterterrorism efforts.

What is Violent Extremism?
The White House CVE Strategy states that violent extremists are “individuals who support or
commit ideologically-motivated violence to further political goals.”74 Similar definitions are used
by DHS,75 the FBI,76 and the National Counterterrorism Center.77
This definition encompasses criminal activity, but is also broad enough to cover speech and beliefs.
The 2011 White House CVE Plan states that its goal is to “prevent violent extremists and their
supporters from inspiring, radicalizing, financing, or recruiting individuals or groups in the United
States to commit acts of violence.”78 While financing or recruiting someone to commit violence is
a criminal act, “inspiring” or “supporting” violence is not necessarily a crime. In the landmark case,
Brandenburg v. Ohio, the Supreme Court upheld the right of a Ku Klux Klan member to voice
support for racist violence. It found that constitutional guarantees to free speech apply even to
“advocacy of the use of force or of law violation except where such advocacy is directed to inciting
or producing imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or produce such action.”79
The term “radicalizing” too, could include speech and ideas.80 In fact, as discussed later in this report,
several CVE pilot programs list political viewpoints, such as concern about U.S. foreign policy or
human rights abuses in the Middle East, as signs that someone might be on the path to violence.81
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A. Discredited Ideological Markers; Vague Behavioral Indicators
The first post-9/11 models of radicalization, such as those put forward by the FBI and the NYPD,
identified belief systems — particularly conservative interpretations of Islam, often described as “jihadi”
or “salafi” ideology — as the key drivers of terrorism.82 Although these crude religious markers have
been fully discredited by empirical research and have now been rejected by some of the very agencies
that once put them forward, they remain influential in the terrorism discourse.83 They have been
supplemented by more coded references to ideological viewpoints, such as concerns about U.S. foreign
policy or the belief that West is at war with Islam. In addition, recent government documents suggest
that American Muslims, particularly youth, who are “alienated,” “withdrawn,” or feel “unjustly treated”
are at high risk of becoming terrorists. Table 1, which lists the various markers of vulnerability to
terrorism identified by federal agencies and local CVE programs, demonstrates this evolution, as well
as common themes. For purposes of comparison, the chart also includes the markers used by the U.K.’s
CVE program, which, as will be discussed later, has had a significant influence on U.S. policy.84
The notion that concerns about U.S. foreign policy or feelings of alienation are markers of terrorism
originates, in great part, from law enforcement studies seeking to identify commonalities among past
terrorism cases.85 These are used to create checklists to identify those “at risk” of committing terrorism.86
While such analyses may be valuable as a post-mortem tool for law enforcement and researchers, they
are not a useful predictive tool. Accepted social science methodology requires a comparison between
behaviors and beliefs common to terrorists and a control group.87 As Sageman explains:
Any attempt to assess the validity of indicators or factors that might lead an individual to commit
political violence would require a study including both (a) individuals who actually carried out
acts of political violence, and (b) individuals (the control group) who are similar to the first set
in all respects except that they did not engage in violence. Use of a control group is critically
important because it is only by a comparison with this control group, in which the indicator of
actual violence is absent, that one can make the argument that other indicators specific to the
subject group are valid. In short, a control group helps to lower the probability of generating a
false positive, that is, falsely identifying someone as a future terrorist when he is not.88
Sageman also noted that in his three decades of experience studying terrorism, he observed a “repeated
failure within the government to employ basic scientific principles, such as the use of a control group, to
test the specificity and validity of terrorism-related measures.”89 The Brennan Center’s own research bears
out this conclusion.
While most government studies remain secret, The Intercept published a 2014 National Counterterrorism
Center (NCTC) document entitled “Countering Violent Extremism: A Guide for Practitioners and
Analysts,” which contains a rating system for risk of violent extremism.90 The guide suggests that individual
American Muslims — not suspected of any wrongdoing — be evaluated on a range of measures, such
as expressions of hopelessness, sense of being unjustly treated, general health, and economic status. Of
course, these traits are not predictive of violence and would raise no suspicion if found in non-Muslims.
It is not known whether the NCTC guidance has been used in practice. However, a similar NCTC
document, “Radicalization Dynamics: A Primer,” has been used in training by Los Angeles police,91 and
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Table I: Terrorism Indicators Identified by Government Agencies and Programs
Date

Source

Indicators

2006

FBI

•
•
•
•
•

Isolation from former life;
Wearing traditional Muslim attire, growing facial hair;
Frequent attendance at mosque or prayer group;
Travel to a Muslim country;
Increased activity in a pro-Muslim social group or political cause.

2007

New York City Police
Department93

•
•
•
•
•

Giving up cigarettes, drinking, gambling, urban hip-hop gangster clothes;
Wearing traditional Islamic clothing, growing a beard;
Involvement in social activism and community issues;
Reading religious scripture;
Showing unusual maturity and seriousness.

2011

Los Angeles Police
Department94

•
•
•
•
•

Strong need to join a social group, psychiatric disorders;
Pattern of violent behavior;
Outrage over U.S. or western foreign policy;
Perceived glory of fighting for a cause;
Interest in adventure and action.

2014

National
Counterterrorism
Center95

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perceived economic stress;
Sense of being unjustly treated;
Low trust in institutions and law enforcement;
Expressions of hopelessness and futility;
Lack of access to healthcare and social services;
Isolation from friends, family, community;
Personal ties to other violent extremists;
Concerns about anti-Muslim discrimination;
Foreign policy concerns relating to U.S. operations in Iraq and Afghanistan,
Israel’s treatment of Palestinians and others.

2015

Montgomery County96

• Ideology, beliefs, and values: notion that West poses a threat to group, bifurcated world
view of “us v. them,” justifying violence;
• Psychological factors: PTSD, mental illness, search for purpose or adventure;
• Sociological motivators: alienation, acculturation problems, marginalization,
discrimination, kinship ties;
• Political grievances: human rights abuses, lack of political rights and civil liberties,
corruption, conflict and foreign occupation;
• Economic factors: unemployment, relative deprivation, financial incentives.

2015

“Don’t Be a Puppet,”97
• Personal need for excitement, power, purpose, importance, and achievement;
FBI online game for high • Fears and frustrations such as social alienation and anxiety.
school students

2015

Minneapolis CVE
Framework98

•
•
•
•
•

2015

Boston CVE
Framework99

• Feeling isolated and alienated
• Frustration at U.S. policy and events around the globe.

2015

United Kingdom
Prevent Strategy100

•
•
•
•
•

92

Disaffection;
Disconnect between youth and religious leaders;
Internal identity crises;
Community isolation;
Lack of opportunity, including high unemployment, lack of activities for youth, and few
mentors.

Feelings of grievance and injustice;
A desire for political or moral change;
Over-identification with a group or ideology;
"Them" and "us" thinking;
Being at a transitional time of life.
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likely other law enforcement agencies as well.101 These themes are also found in NCTC briefings aimed at
training communities to identify violent extremists.102 Two such community awareness briefings state that
“common steps toward violent extremism” include experiences of “alienation, racism, blocked social mobility,
humiliation.”103 They suggest a linear progression from concerns about U.S. aggression against Muslims, to
the view that the “U.S. is at war with Islam,” to an embrace of violence as the appropriate response.104
In sum, U.S. policymakers, while acknowledging that there are no tell-tale signs of who is likely to
become a terrorist, nonetheless promote an approach that maintains that likely terrorists come with
visible flags. Although the newer checklists tend to avoid obvious religious stereotypes, these are replaced
with subjective personality assessments and evaluations of political beliefs. Empirical research does not
support the use of these as predictive of terrorism.

B. Enlisting Parents, School Teachers, and Mental Health Workers
Law enforcement agencies have long relied on Muslim communities to alert them to potential terrorist
plots.105 However, CVE is not about reporting suspected crimes. In practice, it is about identifying
Muslims as terrorism risks on the basis of common behaviors. President Obama’s National Security
Adviser Lisa Monaco explained the approach at an April 2014 forum at Harvard’s Kennedy School:
What kinds of behaviors are we talking about? For the most part, they’re not related directly
to plotting attacks. They’re more subtle. For instance, parents might see sudden personality
changes in their children at home — becoming confrontational. Religious leaders might notice
unexpected clashes over ideological differences. Teachers might hear a student expressing an
interest in traveling to a conflict zone overseas. Or friends might notice a new interest in
watching or sharing violent material.106
Several of the behaviors identified by Monaco — personality changes and ideological differences with
authority figures — are extremely broad and subjective and are present in many young adults.107 To
support asking the families, friends, and teachers of young Muslims to watch out for pre-terrorist
behavior,108 Monaco cited studies showing that in more than 80 percent of cases involving violent
extremists, “people in the community — whether peers or family members or authority figures or even
strangers — had observed warning signs a person was becoming radicalized to violence.”109 The 2016
White House CVE Implementation Plan echoed this view.110
Neither Monaco nor the White House provided references for these studies. However, two frequently
cited examinations of lone wolf terrorism suggest that these offenders signal their intent to commit
violence, either via social media or to family and friends. A 2014 review of 119 cases of known lone
terrorists found: “In 82.4 percent of the cases, other people were aware of the individual’s grievance
that spurred the terrorist plot, and in 79 percent other individuals were aware of the individual’s
commitment to a specific extremist ideology. In 63.9 percent of the cases, family and friends were
aware of the individual’s intent to engage in terrorism-related activities because the offender verbally
told them.”111 Another study covered 98 cases between 1940 and 2013, concluding that roughly 80
percent had broadcast their intent to commit a violent act through various means, including: social
media, TV appearances, as well “statements to friends, family members, and mental health providers,
transportation workers and police officers.”112
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At first glance, these studies may appear to support CVE’s focus on training people to spot signs of
terrorism. But the studies do not adequately take into account the phenomenon of “confirmation bias,” the
tendency to interpret information that conforms to pre-existing viewpoints.113 Only in retrospect would
changes in behavior — particularly subtle ones — appear consequential. There is also no data on all the
cases where friends or family members noticed something “off” about someone but no violence resulted
(i.e., there is no control group). As Professor John Horgan, the author of one of the studies referenced in
the previous paragraph, has said, “[i]t’s not that easy to reverse-engineer violent extremism.”114
Enlisting schoolteachers and other adults who are in contact with young people into CVE is of particular
concern. Not only does it turn trusted adult role models into informants, the reporting process can
become an outlet for anti-Muslim sentiment. There is no reason to believe, for example, that teachers
are different from the rest of Americans, 61 percent of whom have a negative view of Islam, according
to a 2015 Brookings poll. 115
Stereotypes about American Muslim children are not uncommon in schools. The case of Texas ninthgrader Mohammed Ahmed is an extreme example, but illustrates the point. Last September, Ahmed, who
lives in a Dallas suburb, brought a homemade digital clock to school to show to his engineering teacher.
When the clock beeped in English class, Ahmed showed it to the teacher, who thought it looked like a
bomb.116 Ahmed soon found himself questioned by police, handcuffed, and fingerprinted. His treatment
provoked outrage from many quarters, including President Obama and Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg.117
Yet Ahmed is hardly alone. According to a 2015 study by the California Chapter of the Council on
American Islamic Relations, 55 percent of 621 Muslim students said they had faced religion-based
bullying118 (approximately twice the national average for school bullying).119 One in five students reported
discrimination from a teacher, including 27 percent of female respondents who wore a hijab (headscarf).120
Another survey, conducted by a Montgomery County CVE program, found that 10 percent of Muslim
students felt a teacher or school administrator had “treated them unfairly because they are Muslim.”121
Teachers and psychologists have sounded the alarm about CVE. The nation’s second-largest teachers’ union,
the American Federation of Teachers objected strongly to an FBI CVE program, describing it as “ideological
profiling and surveillance” that would have “a chilling effect on our schools and immigrant communities,
jeopardizing children’s sense of safety and well-being and threatening the security and sense of trust of entire
communities.”122 Two psychologists writing in Psychology Today criticized CVE programs for asking mental
health professionals to report young Muslims on the basis of unproven signs that someone might be on the
path to violence.123 Professional ethics, they noted, already require them to take action if they know that
someone is “imminently at risk of harming him/herself or others.” But CVE programs advocate reporting
far beyond that standard, requiring mental health professionals to “spy on their patients, read minds, and
predict the future.”124

C. CVE Programs Will Not Improve Public Safety
The unfounded and imprecise nature of the indicators used in CVE programs strongly suggests that
they will result in large numbers of false positives. This effect is magnified by the rarity of domestic
terrorist attacks.
Terrorism expert Sageman offers the following hypothetical. Suppose the government has a tool to identify
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potential terrorists based on certain types of
information, which is 100 percent sensitive
— i.e., it is associated with and can identify
all potential terrorists who will actually
carry out violent acts. The information is
also exceptionally specific, and would result
in only one error — i.e., one false positive
— in 100 predictions. The accuracy of the
hypothetical tool (which is far more accurate
than anything found in real life) would
depend on the number of terrorists in the
population. If there were 100 terrorists in
a population of one million people (a base
rate of 1/10,000), the predictive tool would
identify all 100 of them, because it is 100
percent sensitive. However, because the tool
is only 99 percent specific, for every hundred
evaluations, it would make one error and
thus falsely identify another 10,000 people
as actual terrorists. In sum, even though the
tool is near “perfect,” the probability that
it would identify a person who is an actual
terrorist is less than 1 percent.125
The practical difficulty of predicting who
will engage in violence is illustrated by
recent cases investigated by the FBI. Omar
Matteen (who killed 49 people at the Pulse
night club in Orlando) and Tamerlan
Tsarnaev (one of the perpetrators of the
Boston Marathon bombing) were both
investigated and questioned by the FBI. But
the agents — who had counterterrorism
expertise and access to intelligence databases
— were not able to discern that they would
later carry out attacks and ultimately closed
down their investigations.126

Can Anti-Gang Programs Serve as a Model for CVE?
The White House CVE Strategy cites the Justice
Department’s Comprehensive Gang Model as an
inspiration for CVE.129 While a full-scale evaluation of
gang prevention programs is beyond the scope of this
report, a few facts suggest that these programs may not
provide a sound model for CVE.
First, the scope of gang violence is far greater than
terrorism. There were approximately 30,000 active gangs
in the United States in 2012, with roughly 850,000 gang
members,130 and gangs are estimated to be responsible
for as much as 90 percent of violent crime in some
jurisdictions.131 By contrast, the annual number of
terrorist incidents (of every stripe) in the U.S. in the last
15 years totals in the low hundreds at most.132 Developing
accurate predictive models for crime is difficult generally
and near impossible with such low frequency.
Second, the track record of gang reduction programs is
mixed. The DOJ’s Comprehensive Gang Model failed
in three of its six test sites and had “no measurable effect
on the growth of gang membership.”133
Finally, like CVE, gang reduction programs
disproportionately target minorities,134 while excluding
predominantly white groups, such as motorcycle gangs
and hate groups;135 they also use vague and ill-defined
criteria for placing individuals on gang lists,136 which can
subject them to sentencing enhancements for otherwise
legal associations with “known gang members.”137
Concerns about gang lists led to a California law requiring
people to be informed before they are added to a gang
database and a chance to challenge the designation.138
Minority communities have also long feared that antigang initiatives are a cover for intelligence collection.139

CVE efforts also undermine security by
sowing division and distrust among American Muslim communities who are a vital source of information
for law enforcement. Studies show that Muslims have provided information in between 33 to 40 percent of
foiled U.S. terrorist plots.127
Although under the Obama administration CVE was deliberately framed without reference to a
particular ideology, one would be hard-pressed to find a CVE program directed at non-Muslims.128
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A 2016 survey of nearly 400 state, county, and municipal law enforcement agencies found that although
they had serious concerns about anti-government extremism, not one “had a formal outreach program
designed to counteract anti-government, racist, or other forms of violence.” 140
Given this focus, it is hardly surprising that many American Muslims perceive these programs as
stigmatizing, particularly since in the last 15 years, violence from individuals inspired by anti-government
and neo-Nazi ideologies has resulted in many more fatalities in the U.S. than have al-Qaeda or Islamic
State inspired attacks.141 Law enforcement’s central role in CVE and the history of surveillance of
Muslim communities have raised concerns that these programs are a pretext for intelligence gathering.142
Indeed, there is widespread acknowledgement, both among researchers and even the government, that
American Muslims have serious concerns about CVE.143 Below are a few prominent critiques of the
framework:
•

Yusufi Vali, Executive Director, Islamic Society of Boston Cultural Center: CVE “seems to
reinforce the same stereotype that society holds of American Muslims: that they or Islam are
inherently violent.”144

•

Islamic Shura Council of Southern California, which represents 86 mosques and Muslim
organizations in the greater Los Angeles area: CVE programs “will specifically target, stigmatize,
and infringe upon the protected rights of Muslim community members in Southern California.”145

•

Muslim student groups at 27 colleges in California: CVE provides “reinforcement … to the
stereotypes that Muslims are security threats, as well as the climate of fear the surveillance
program will create, especially amongst Muslim youth.”146

•

Forty-four Somali and Muslim groups from Minnesota, including the largest mosques in
the state: “CVE is based on the premise that religion or nationality (Somali) determines an
individual’s propensity towards violence. … It will further stigmatize and marginalize the
Somali/Muslim community by treating all of its members as suspects and by holding an entire
community responsible for the actions of others.”147

•

Council of American-Islamic Relations and 18 other American Muslim and Asian organizations:
“CVE is likely to result in law enforcement targeting an individual based on his/her political
opinion and exercise of religion. These are First Amendment protected activities which no
government-sponsored programs should encroach upon. Law enforcement cannot be allowed
to use them as a basis for action.”148

•

Coalition of 27 civil liberties and community organizations including Muslim Advocates and
the American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee: “The FBI and local law enforcement
could feed information they gather in CVE and community outreach settings into ongoing
surveillance and monitoring practices — including the demographic mapping of American
Muslim communities, pressuring individuals to become informants and placing people on the
No-Fly List and other watchlists based on loose standards.”149
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So unpopular is CVE among Muslims, that the very term is considered toxic.150 As a result, many programs
have rebranded themselves. The Minnesota CVE initiative is now called “Building Community Resilience,”
the Boston program is “Promoting Engagement, Acceptance and Community Empowerment” (PEACE),
Los Angeles goes by Recognizing Extremist Network Early Warnings (RENEW), and Montgomery
County calls itself Build Resilience Against Violent Extremism (BRAVE).151

D. U.K. Experience Demonstrates Shortcomings of CVE
While formal CVE programs are still new in the U.S., the United Kingdom has used a similar approach
for over a decade.152 The results show that thousands of people, including children, were wrongly
singled out (false positives). The program is widely perceived as targeting Muslims, particularly their
political views, and has resulted in widespread suspicion of government among British Muslims.
The United Kingdom’s CVE program, called Prevent, launched in 2003. It initially focused on
providing resources to Muslim communities for “integration and social cohesion” programs,153 but grew
to encouraging teachers, doctors, and social workers to identify people “vulnerable” to extremism.154
Those identified as at risk are evaluated by a panel to determine whether they need support — such as
mentoring or guidance on theology, health, educational opportunities, and career guidance — in order
to divert them from terrorism.155
As Table 1 shows, the Prevent vulnerability assessment criteria are very similar to those espoused by
U.S. CVE programs.156 They too are empirically unproven, vague, and allow for bias and stereotypes
to drive reporting. Of the 22 indicators listed in the U.K.’s “vulnerability assessment framework,” the
vast majority is so capacious they could include almost anyone. Some examples: feelings of grievance
and injustice; a need for identity, meaning, and belonging; and a desire for political or moral change.157
Sir David Omand, an architect of the U.K. program and the former head of the country’s signals
intelligence agency, GCHQ, has conceded the lack of scientific basis for these criteria, noting that a
study by the Security Service “concluded there was no discernible pattern that could be of operational
use to separate those who might be vulnerable to radicalization from those of similar backgrounds
who would not be.”158 More recently, the U.K.’s Royal College of Psychiatry questioned the research
underlying the risk factors being used for referrals, noting that it had not been made public and
subjected to scientific scrutiny.159
In a sign that bodes ill for U.S. programs, of the nearly 4000 people identified as potential terrorists
between 2007 and 2014, some 80 percent were unfounded.160 This means that thousands of people
who had nothing to do with terrorism were referred to the police. Indeed, it is unclear whether even
the remaining 20 percent had any connection to terrorism, because there is no publicly available
information on these cases.161 Unsurprisingly, the U.K.’s CVE program is perceived by many Muslims
as discriminatory and stigmatizing.162
As detailed in separate 2016 reports from the Open Society Justice Initiative and the Institute of Race
Relations, these concerns have been greatly exacerbated by the passage of the Counter-Terrorism
and Security Act of 2015, which imposes a legal duty on local authorities, schools, social services
departments, and even nurseries, to report those they believe to be vulnerable to being drawn into
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terrorism (formerly, such reporting was encouraged but not required).163 The program has also become
more explicitly focused on extremist speech and ideology rather than violence, with “extremism” defined
as opposition to “fundamental British values.”164 The combination of compulsory reporting and this
nebulous standard led to Muslim children being suspected of terrorism in the following situations:
•

A 12-year old boy for playing a terrorist in drama class;165

•

A 17-year old boy who became more overtly religious; 166

•

A 14-year old boy who talked about “eco-terrorism” in class; 167

•

A teenage boy who came to school with leaflets promoting a boycott of Israel;168

•

A teenager who went to a peaceful protest against the Israeli deputy ambassador;169 and

•

A two-year-old who sang an Islamic song and said “Allahu Akbar” (God is great).170

Prominent British mosques have criticized the U.K.’s CVE approach as “ill-conceived and flawed
policy” used to “spy [on] and denigrate the Muslim community and cause mistrust,” and called for its
boycott.171 In a July 2015 open letter, 280 prominent academics, writers and activists wrote that the
program “reinforces an ‘us’ and ‘them’ view of the world, divides communities, and sows mistrust of
Muslims,” calling on the U.K. government to end the policy.172 In June 2016, the country’s National
Union of Teachers passed a motion calling for the CVE effort to be scrapped because it causes “suspicion
in the classroom and confusion in the staffroom.”173 As summed up by the UK’s Independent Reviewer
of Terrorism Legislation, “the lack of confidence in aspects of the Prevent program[], particularly but
not exclusively among Muslims, is undeniable.”174
The net effect of CVE in the U.K., which has been exacerbated since the introduction of the statutory
duty to report, has been to generate hostility and suspicion among Muslim communities, which is
counterproductive. The former Chief Superintendent for London’s Metropolitan police summed up
the problem: “you need a good relationship with the community for people to come forward with
intelligence. If the community doesn’t trust law enforcement, they will be reluctant to share information
vital for countering terrorism.”175
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IV.

CVE in Practice
While there is much talk about CVE principles, little is known about its practice. In the U.S., only
a few programs have been mounted, many of which are in the early stages of implementation, and
information about them is limited. In an effort to learn more, the Brennan Center filed several Freedom
of Information requests, some of which are still pending.176
As noted, community-oriented CVE consists of two elements: 1) ensuring that Muslim communities
have certain resources; and 2) identifying potential radicals and intervening before they become violent.
While there is no particular evidence suggesting that after-school and mentorship programs contribute
to reductions in terrorism,177 these types of programs, if properly structured to avoid law enforcement
involvement, can offer concrete benefits to many underserved communities. Intervention programs,
however, pose serious risks of labeling Muslims as terrorists on the basis of little more than conjecture,
and offer little benefit from the perspective of either law enforcement or relevant communities.

A. Federal Initiatives
In 2016 the FBI launched two initiatives aimed at enlisting civilians to spot individuals at risk of
becoming terrorists. First, it published a CVE program for schools, warning principals about the
“emerging trend” of young people “embracing violent radical ideologies.”178 Formally titled “Preventing
Violent Extremism in Schools” (FBI CVE School Guidance), the guide states that young people “possess
inherent risk factors making them susceptible to violent extremist ideologies or possible recruitment.”179
In fact, the data shows that the number of people younger than age 18 involved in terrorism is tiny. Of
the 101 people prosecuted for ISIS-related offenses up to mid-2016, only five were aged 18 or under.180
Meanwhile, nearly 15 million students are enrolled in the nation’s high schools.181
Contrary to the FBI’s own CVE Plan, which states there is no single path to becoming a terrorist,182 its
guidance to schools embraces the notion that there is a “trajectory to radicalization.”183 According to the
FBI CVE Plan, there are no “individually unique behavioral changes for those who mobilize to violent
extremism.”184 In contrast, the School Guidance states that students “on the pathway to becoming
radicalized or mobilizing, often exhibit behaviors or engage in communications, indicating support
for extremist ideologies or highlighting future intentions.”185 While it disavows the use of profiles, the
guidance urges schools to keep watch on students’ political views and identify those who are “curious
about the subject matter” of extremism.186 Such an approach undermines educational institutions’
traditional role as environments where robust and open inquiry is nourished; instead placing them in
the role of actively monitoring students’ political and religious views for signs of violent extremism.187
The FBI asks schools to stage “interventions” for students displaying “concerning” behaviors, which
would involve school resource officers (who are law enforcement officers) and state and local police.188
Of course, schools routinely get involved when students have behavioral problems. But the increased
participation of law enforcement in schools has come under severe criticism for criminalizing
disciplinary issues; adding a counter-terrorism element to the mix is only likely to increase these types
of problems.189
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As of this writing, it is not known whether any schools
have implemented the FBI’s recommendations.
However, another FBI CVE tool that debuted last
year and is already up and running is a website,
“Don’t Be A Puppet.” (https://cve.fbi.gov/home.
html) The video’s imagery encourages the audience
to “free” a “puppet” from the “strings” of violent
extremism that control it. The website identifies
suspicious behavior so broadly that it practically
invites stereotypes to influence what gets reported.
For example, using “private messaging apps”190 or
playing violent “internet games”191 are deemed signs
of trouble, as are “stress by problems at home, grades,
peer pressure, bullying and … frustration.”192
Muslim community and civil rights groups have
criticized the site, noting that instructions such
as reporting someone “traveling to places that
sound suspicious” would likely lead to reporting of
Muslims. According to a letter sent to FBI Director
James Comey from the American-Arab AntiDiscrimination Committee:

FBI: CVE is an Intelligence Program
Despite claims that CVE is not a means for
intelligence gathering, internal documents
from the FBI’s CVE office describe the
approach as designed to “strengthen our
investigative, intelligence gathering, and
collaborative abilities to be proactive in
countering violent extremism.”201 The
conflict of interest between the FBI’s
“fundamental law enforcement and
intelligence responsibilities” and CVE’s
emphasis on social or mental health
interventions was highlighted in the 2015
report of the 9/11 Review Commission, a
Congressionally-mandated panel set up to
review the Bureau’s operations.202 The panel
recommended that CVE responsibilities be
transferred to another agency “more directly
involved with community interaction.”203

A trip to France or Germany, which are home to many far-right groups, is not likely to be
considered suspicious by most teachers and community leaders. Although there should be
nothing inherently suspicious about traveling either to Saudi Arabia or Iraq, where some
Muslim holy sites are located, bias could lead individuals to report innocent, constitutionally
protected activity to law enforcement.193
The American Federation of Teachers, along with 18 other educational and immigrants’ rights
organizations, asked the FBI to end “Don’t Be a Puppet,” arguing that the venture was contrary to
public schools’ mission to be safe, welcoming places of learning.194 They particularly emphasized the
risks to American Muslim children:
The harmful effects of such a campaign cannot be overstated. Racial profiling is marginalizing
and will take an emotional and psychological toll on innocent children. A generation of children
is growing up living in fear due to the current hateful rhetoric in the public arena targeted at their
family and communities. Efforts like Don’t Be a Puppet will only exacerbate the bullying and
profiling of Middle Eastern and Muslim students by creating a culture of animosity and distrust.195
The FBI also has announced plans to create Shared Responsibility Committees (SRCs) to review cases
of individuals who might be at risk of becoming terrorists, to decide whether they can be diverted
from this path via counseling.196 Although the Bureau has not fully disclosed how these committees
will work,197 leaked draft letters to potential members (Draft SRC Letter),198 press reports,199 and FBI
briefings200 provide an outline of likely SRC operations.
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The membership of SRCs is not well defined, and neither are the parameters of their work. The
committees are described as “multi-disciplinary groups voluntarily formed in local communities …
at the initiative of the group and sometimes with the encouragement of the FBI.”204 It is not clear
how SRC members will be selected, although it seems likely that the Bureau will play a central role.
Membership of SRCs will be secret, with the FBI undertaking to “make all reasonable efforts not
to divulge the identities of SRC members.”205 There is no information on what confidentiality rules
SRCs will follow, on what basis they will make assessments about whether a person is suitable for an
“intervention,” or even what such an intervention might entail.
Although the Draft SRC Letter says the FBI “will not… use the SRC as a means to gather intelligence on
the subject or… potential connections to terrorism,”206 the operational model of these committees suggests
otherwise. It explicitly allows for broad information sharing, stating that “[t]he SRC can, but will not be
required to, inform the FBI of an individual’s progress throughout the course of the program.”207 Committee
members may be subpoenaed for documents or testimony related to a referred individual in any criminal or
civil investigation.208 Moreover, since the FBI is the agency creating the committees, and in some instances
financing them,209 there is a considerable likelihood that the committees will perceive pressure, if not an
obligation, to share information about people it evaluates.
According to the Draft SRC Letter, the FBI can refer individuals who it believes are “potential violent
extremists” to the Committee, a category that appears to be broader than those being investigated by the
Bureau under its expansive intelligence gathering mandate.210 The committees may also receive referrals
from other sources.211 This means that the SRCs could serve as a conduit of personal information about
individuals who are not suspected of any criminal activity or involvement in terrorism or even being
assessed as potential threats by the Bureau.
Although there has been no official announcement, it may be that the Bureau is reconsidering SRCs,
as it previously indicated to a handful of Muslim community groups in October 2016.212 In discussing
the 2016 White House CVE Implementation Plan, Brette Steele, who led the Countering Violent
Extremism Task Force under President Obama, reportedly said that “We determined that efforts to
build intervention teams are less likely to succeed if they are driven by the federal government,” and
suggested that the teams should instead be community-led.213
But the 2016 White House CVE Plan retains a central role for law enforcement. Intervention teams will be
“led by a variety of practitioners, including, but not limited to, behavioral and mental health professionals,
local law enforcement officials, and faith-based and other non-governmental representatives.”214 This does
not preclude FBI participation and explicitly envisions local law enforcement agencies as potentially
leading intervention teams. Moreover, where such programs do not exist, “DOJ, in coordination with
[f ]ederal partners” is charged with making sure they are established.215 Finally, while the plan states that
“[m]any intervention teams will work independent of the government,”216 it obviously leaves open the
possibility that others will not.
Even leaving aside FBI-led intervention programs, as discussed below, federal law enforcement agencies
remained integrally involved in several federally-funded CVE programs that are being carried out at the
local level, raising similar conflict of interest issues.
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B. CVE Pilot Programs
1. Montgomery County, Maryland
In 2014, the Justice Department gave approximately $500,000 to the World Organization for Resource
Development and Education (WORDE)217 to run a CVE program in Montgomery County, Maryland.
WORDE describes itself as “a nonprofit, educational organization whose mission is to enhance
communication and understanding between communities to mitigate social and political conflict.”218
The Montgomery County program is worth considering in detail because WORDE has been publicly
described as an effective, evidence-based model that could be scaled up for use in other locales.219
WORDE runs several programs under the CVE rubric. Many of these are fairly standard community
building initiatives such as educational programs on conflict resolution, the impact of 9/11 on youth,
family support, and town halls with public officials.220 It also sponsors programs that give Muslims the
chance to work with people of other races and religions on cooperative ventures such as delivering food
to the homeless.221 These types of initiatives are sometimes described in the academic literature as “CVE
relevant” to denote that they may have some long-term impact in reducing the likelihood that people
will turn to violence, but are not expected to have a direct or immediate effect.
Under a separate DOJ grant, these WORDE programs were evaluated by three academics.222 This evaluation
is the basis for WORDE’s claim that it follows an evidence-based model. But the evaluation has been
criticized by researchers at the University of Illinois for its circular reasoning.223 Without any scientific basis,
the evaluators named certain qualities — feeling lonely or making friends with people from another race —
that would impact an individual’s risk of becoming a violent extremist.224 The programs were then evaluated
to see whether effected these risk factors. Even by this measure, as the study itself concedes, WORDE’s results
were no better than those of other multicultural programs, which did not have CVE as their goal.225
In addition, WORDE runs two programs that can be categorized as “CVE specific” — i.e., they aim
to identify American Muslims vulnerable to violent extremism. These programs, which raise the greatest
concerns about individual rights, were not evaluated because they were started after the evaluation
process began.226 The first is the “Cyber Civility Curriculum,” a “peer gatekeeper training” program that
“train[s] high school students on recognizing and assisting peers experiencing isolation, personal crisis, and
bullying.”227 Not much information is publicly available about this program and it is not clear that it is
even operational.228 The second program is its intervention program, which claims to utilize “professionally
trained, culturally sensitive clinicians [who] engage with clients (including refugees) on a wide range of
psychological and social work issues, including those related to acculturation.”229 Its focus is on immigrants
from the Middle East, South Asia and North, West, and East Africa — mostly Muslim regions.
WORDE has released a CVE instructor’s manual, which sets out its approach to intervention based
on “lessons learned and best practices from two years of programming and evaluation.”230 The manual
states that “radicalization to violent extremism is multi-faceted, interconnected and often entails
overlapping potential factors” and identifies “five clusters of potential risk factors of radicalization:
sociological motivators; psychological conditions; ideology/belief/and values; political grievances; and
economic factors.”231
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The manual concedes:
This framework was developed using terms such as ‘risk factor’ or ‘indicators of vulnerability’
in the colloquial sense. It is important to note that scientifically, ‘risk factors’ may assume that
risk is quantifiable, or that there is a proven causal link between two factors (for example,
smoking is a common risk factor of lung cancer). However because there are no studies to date
that have demonstrated a causal link between any one risk factor, or combination of factors,
and an individual becoming a terrorist, our use of the term ‘risk factor’ is not predictive of who
will become radicalized. Instead, it represents a structured guide to explore variables that have
a potential to contribute to one’s radicalization.232
Despite these nods to scientific inquiry, WORDE in fact seems to use these factors to do just what
the group says they cannot. The very report, which states that researchers have not identified any “risk
factor, or combination of factors” unique to individuals likely to become terrorists, simultaneously aims
to teach others how to identify individuals as vulnerable to violent extremism based on “potential risk
factors.”233 Earlier WORDE trainings, including for police officers in schools, reflect the same model.234
But, as one CVE expert, Dr. Arun Kundnani, has explained, if the model has no “predictive power” as
WORDE concedes, then it “shouldn’t be used … because it means the variables it focuses on have no
demonstrable relationship to radicalization.”235
There is no information available on the number or type of interventions conducted by WORDE
since it received DOJ funding.236 Indeed, Professor John Horgan of Georgia State University, one of
the researchers who assessed the program after it received government dollars, publicly criticized the
group’s lack of transparency in this regard, noting that we cannot accept “at face value claims that these
programs are effective.”237
Many of the “potential risk factors” WORDE identifies as relevant to assessing risk for violent extremism
are capacious enough to encompass any number of common problems faced by human beings, such as
stress or feelings of alienation. Others, such as those listed under the headings of “political grievances”
and “ideology, beliefs and values” — are shared by many people who never commit an act of violence
and are at the core of the values protected by the First Amendment. For example, WORDE identifies
several prominent extremist narratives, suggesting that ascribing to these views could signal a propensity
for violent extremism. First on the list is the view that the West is at war with Islam and Muslims based
on “US interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq, drone attacks in Pakistan, the establishment of military
bases in Muslim majority countries, human rights abuses against Muslims in Guantanamo Bay, civil
rights infringements, US support for Israel, and Washington’s reluctance to support regime change
in authoritarian states in the Middle East.”238 Similarly, WORDE portrays concerns about Western
foreign policy and abuses in Muslim countries as signals of a potential inclination toward terrorism.
This includes concerns regarding: “state repression,” “the brutal practices of repressive authoritarian
regimes in the Middle East,” “lack of political representation, perceptions of political discrimination
and feelings of disenfranchisement,” “government corruption,” and “foreign interventions.”239
These views are hardly unique to budding terrorists. They comprise a list of current national security-related
issues discussed on the pages of American newspapers and debated in Congress every day. Repression in
the Middle East is routinely documented and criticized by human rights organizations and the U.S.
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government. Suggesting that opposition to drone strikes is a suspect “extremist narrative,” or that human
rights concerns are an extremist “grievance” and precursors to terrorism, is not only patently absurd, but
also illustrates how government-funded CVE programs can impinge on political speech.
American Muslims identified as potential problems based on this unfounded evidence are referred to
WORDE’s CVE intervention program, which works hand-in-glove with the Montgomery County
Police Department. This could give the police access to information about individuals who have been
identified as at risk, potentially based solely on their political beliefs. Information about WORDE’s
relationship with Montgomery County police are set out in its grant application:
•

More than a third of WORDE’s DOJ funding was sub-granted to Montgomery County
police to employ a social worker to assist with CVE cases;240

•

The police are in charge of coordinating “referrals and interventions specifically to combat
violent extremism;”241

•

Police officers and WORDE caseworkers decide jointly whether a “CVE case” should be
handled by the “criminal-intelligence system or utilizing the public and private social services
resources available.” 242

Information may also flow from WORDE to the police after a referral is made and in the course of an
intervention. According to the group, it follows the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) standard and reports those it considers an “imminent threat” or a threat to “national
security,” but it has no formal guidance on what this open-ended standard entails.243
Finally, whatever assurances WORDE may offer, law enforcement’s perspective on CVE could not be
clearer. Montgomery County assistant police chief Darryl McSwain views the program as a “way to
gather information on security threats and share it with state and federal officials.”244
In sum, WORDE’s CVE intervention program has significant deficiencies. The program uses a checklist
of broadly described measures, including widely held political views, as a way to identify individuals at
“risk” for becoming terrorists. At root, WORDE adopts the thoroughly debunked approach of trying
to predict who is likely to become a terrorist. The group also works closely with Montgomery County
police when deciding which cases to refer for intervention and it appears that information can also flow
to the police during counseling. Finally, despite claims of demonstrated effectiveness, the intervention
aspect of WORDE’s programs has simply never been scientifically evaluated.
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2. Boston, Los Angeles and Minneapolis
In September 2014, the Department of Justice announced plans to create CVE pilot programs in
Boston, Los Angeles, and Minneapolis-St. Paul.245 Run by local U.S. attorneys, these programs include
two features: CVE-relevant efforts that aim to provide Muslim communities with social and educational
programs, and CVE-specific efforts to identify potential radicals and conduct interventions, possibly
through the FBI-led SRCs.

Boston
Boston’s Framework for Prevention and Intervention Strategies (Boston CVE Framework) envisions
CVE-relevant activities such as skills training, efforts to increase awareness about mental health
resources, and training on digital literacy.246 The framework notes that “[r]esearchers across the globe
have made it clear that the path to violent extremism is not linear and there are no valid or reliable
indicators to ‘predict’ who is more likely to engage in violent extremism.”247 The lead agency in charge,
the Massachusetts U.S. Attorney’s office, also conceded that “[w]ithout specific behavior indicators, it
may be challenging to craft specific intervention protocols.248
Nonetheless, the framework calls for programs to train people to identify “individuals vulnerable
to isolation, alienation and becoming disenfranchised,”249 perhaps through teacher-created “lists of
students to determine which students appear not to be connected”250 and those who express anger or
frustration at U.S. foreign policy.251 According to the framework, it does not have a law enforcement
component and police will become involved only “once an individual has begun to prepare for or
engage in ideologically-motivated violence.”252 However, the framework does not specify who will be
responsible for deciding that a person has crossed the line into criminal activity, or on what basis.
So far, the Boston program appears to be proceeding along two tracks: trainings and a grant program.
Trainings, which are frequently arranged by the U.S. Attorney’s office,253 are meant to teach educators,
public health providers, and community and faith-based leaders to spot individuals vulnerable to
violent extremism.254
The grant program is run by the Massachusetts Executive Office of Health and Human Services (MAHHS), which was awarded some $217,000 by the U.S. attorney’s office to distribute CVE funds
to “non-profits, for-profits, and/or education systems.”255 The agreement between the two offices
acknowledges that “there is a lack of understanding regarding violent extremism,” but specifically
envisions intervention programs for individuals are vulnerable to recruitment to terrorism because they
“feel[] isolated and alienated” or because they are frustrated and angered by “U.S. policy and events
around the globe.”256
In early 2016, MA-HHS solicited information from stakeholders on a range of CVE initiatives including
intervention programs for individuals who display “concerning behavior” to “prevent mobilization to
violence.”257 Several community and civil rights groups expressed concerns with respect to this and
other aspects of the proposed grant program.258
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When the agency issued its final request for proposal in August 2016, it appeared to take account
of some of these criticisms. The program, which has been rebranded as the Promoting Engagement,
Acceptance and Community Empowerment (PEACE) project, identifies its overall goal as preventing
“violence” motivated by prejudice (as defined in hate crimes laws) or that meets the federal definition
of terrorism.259 The solicitation bars the use of grant funds to “prohibit[] protected speech; suppress[]
political dissent; profil[e] based on race, national origin, religious affiliation, ethnicity and/or ideology,”
or to “erod[e] confidentiality protections established by law.”260 Importantly, the program appears to
have moved away from a reporting framework based on discredited signs of pre-terrorism to one that
requests proposals for “[i]nformation and referrals” for “spouses, parents, guardians or caretakers who
are concerned that a child in their care or custody, or adult, may be recruited by organizations that
promote, plan or engage in violence.”261
These are welcome developments, which are further buttressed by the award of grants that do not
appear to include any intervention component. The grants announced are as follows:
•

Empower Peace will outreach to high schools and work with students to develop social
media strategies and campaigns to promote tolerance and acceptance, and will offer a one
day academy on social media and messaging related to violence prevention.

•

Somali Development Center will convene local Somali leaders to promote economic
development, community engagement, and social adaptation and cohesion. The Center will
focus on the prevention of harmful cultural practices, the development of women and girls,
and opportunities for immigrant and refugee youth.

•

United Somali Youth will work with Somali and other African and Middle Eastern youth
in the Greater Boston area to help build academic, social, athletic and critical life skills.
The organization will offer afterschool programs, counseling, college readiness assistance,
extracurricular activities, and community events.262

Despite this progress, it is clear that Massachusetts CVE is focused on American Muslims. Two
out of the three grants were given to groups that work primarily with Muslims and it is not clear
whether the grant to Empower Peace will also be focused on these communities. It should also be
noted that that the improvements in the Massachusetts approach may be entirely undercut if the U.S.
Attorney’s Office or other government agencies continue to sponsor trainings that promote debunked
indicators of violent extremism263 or initiates intervention programs along the lines of the FBI’s Special
Responsibility Committees.

Los Angeles
The Los Angeles Framework for Countering Violent Extremism includes a CVE-general component,
which mainly relies on existing rather than new programs, the overwhelming majority of which involve
Muslim communities.264 It also envisages the creation of a CVE-specific intervention program to
provide individuals “already deemed to be on a path towards violent extremism, with off-ramps to
needed social services, mental health, faith-based, and other services.”265
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In September 2016, the LAPD’s Deputy Chief of Counterterrorism, Michael Downing, outlined
how the Los Angeles intervention program would work.266 Called Recognizing Extremist Network
Early Warnings (RENEW), is run jointly with the FBI, the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s office, the
Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health, as well as the Joint Regional Intelligence Center.
According to Downing:
•

The Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF), which includes representatives from Los Angeles
police and the FBI as well as other state and federal agencies, notifies a designated coordinator
in the LAPD’s mental evaluation unit if they come across a “subject they would like the
program to look into.” Calls from the public would also be referred to the coordinator.

•

The coordinator transmits the person’s name to the Joint Regional Intelligence Center for
a “full work-up,” including criminal records, whether the person has a weapon, a “Social
Media analysis,” and travel and financial records.

•

The work-up is assessed by a joint LAPD-LA Department of Mental Health program that
will decide whether: 1) the subject is a threat and should be held for evaluation, 2) the subject
exhibits signs of mental illness and should be referred for outpatient therapy; or 3) the
subject is not mentally ill but “may be isolated and would respond well to better integration
with community or social services such as a mentorship [or] cross-cultural program.”

•

The result is reported back to the coordinator, who may also inform the JTTF.

Missing from Downing’s presentation is the basis on which individuals would be referred to RENEW
in the first place. If only those already under investigation by the JTTF were referred, the program
could work as a means of exploring alternatives to prosecution. But the program appears to be broader.
It starts with an evaluation by the regional intelligence center, which would hardly seem necessary in
the case of an existing investigation suggesting that RENEW also anticipates collecting names from the
public. While the criteria for referring someone are not specified, it seems likely that they will be similar
to those previously identified by the LAPD as characterizing violent extremists, including political
speech (e.g., outrage over U.S. or western foreign policy), psychological disorders, patterns of violent
behavior, and capacious criteria that allow ample room for preconceptions (e.g., interest in adventure
and action, strong need to join a social group).267
Remarkably, Downing’s model does not allow for a perfectly plausible outcome: a person may be wrongly
referred. In such cases, individuals wrongly identified as potential violent extremists — potentially on the
basis of political views or common behaviors — will be thoroughly investigated and, even if they are found
to have nothing to do with terrorism, could be added to intelligence databases of suspicious activity.268

Minneapolis
Minneapolis-St. Paul has the nation’s largest Somali-American community and the area’s CVE
plan is largely focused on them. The Minneapolis Framework lists five “community-identified root
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causes of radicalization:” “disaffected youth;” “a deepening disconnect between youth and religious
leaders;” “internal identity crises;” “community isolation;” and “lack of opportunity.”269 Now called
“Building Community Resilience” and funded with $1 million in government and private money, the
initiative includes: a mentorship program for Somali youth operated by Big Brothers Big Sisters of the
Greater Twin Cities; an education and career resource hub for Somali youth in the Cedar-Riverside
neighborhood; and some $500,000 in grants to be distributed by Youthprise, a non-profit organization
focused on teenagers.270 Thus far, most of the programming has been “CVE-relevant,” meaning longterm initiatives that may reduce violence.
While these initiatives are no doubt broadly helpful, it is not at all clear they do anything to prevent
people from turning to terrorism.271 Moreover, even these benign initiatives have raised suspicions
because a previous community engagement program obtained funding from the federal government by
promising to identify radicals among youth.272
The Minneapolis Framework also anticipates an intervention component, but does not provide
details on how subjects will be identified. It suggests that “community volunteers” such as mothers,
community organizers, religious leaders, and mental health professionals mobilize to work “directly
with families before law enforcement is ever involved.”273 The framework does not address the issue of
when or how law enforcement should become involved. It is not clear whether such an intervention
program has been established, although in 2014, the Minneapolis public school system announced that
it planned to place youth workers in lunchrooms and other non-classroom settings to “identity issues
and disaffection at school.”274 According to news accounts, the program was in effect in the 2015 school
year but was discontinued due to a lack of funds.275
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V.

CVE Online
CVE is increasingly moving into the online space. Counterterrorism officials are concerned about ISIS’s
online recruitment and propaganda, although both have diminished dramatically in the last year.276 The
Obama White House repeatedly urged companies to monitor social media for terrorist or extremist
content, remove certain accounts and posts, promote counter speech by funding voices that it considers
useful counterpoints to ISIS, and encouraged companies to promote these counter-messages on their
platforms.277 While these efforts may seem different in kind from the community programs discussed
above, they too rest on the disproven premise that terrorism is driven by extreme ideologies. The way
to address the threat, the thinking goes, is to find ways to combat the spread of these ideas, either by
removing them from the internet or by promoting the voices of those who contest them.
Online CVE is a complex subject, worthy of its own investigation. However, some core issues have
emerged that are discussed below.

A. Monitoring Social Media and Removing Information
Social media companies, such as Facebook, Google, and Twitter, have been urged to screen content on
their platforms. Often, this is described as looking for “terrorist content” and “terrorist activity,”278 but
also includes attempts to monitor “radicalization,” which appears to be something short of terrorism.279
An initial question is whether companies like Twitter and Facebook should be running analytical tools
on all their users to identify vague concepts like “radicalization,” which inevitably involves core political
views, or whether they should instead rely on reporting by users.280 Another difficulty is identifying
such information. Social media companies take the position that there is no “magic algorithm” for
distinguishing “terrorist content”281 and doing so requires them to make challenging judgments based
on limited information and guidance.282 Detecting “radical” or “extreme” material is even harder
since these concepts are elusive, especially for global online platforms operating across cultures and
languages.283
Nonetheless, several companies have become more active in monitoring their platforms, removing
posts and closing accounts that violate “community standards,” generally banning “hate speech” and/
or the promotion or praise of “acts of terror.”284 In August 2016, Twitter reported that it had deleted
360,000 accounts for promoting terrorism since mid-2015.285 Facebook, too, has taken a more vigorous
approach. According to its head of public policy, when the company becomes “aware of an account
supporting terrorism, we look at their friends, and associated accounts, so we can remove them.”286
In December 2016, Facebook, Microsoft, and Twitter announced that they would create a shared
database of the digital fingerprints of “the most extreme and egregious terrorist images and videos
we have removed from our services — content most likely to violate all of our respective companies’
content policies.”287 Even supporters of the initiative are concerned about the lack of transparency
about what the database captures.288 Critics worry that the initiative will squelch speech.289 Facebook
has drawn criticism for, among other things, deactivating the accounts of several prominent Palestinian
journalists,290 deleting accounts and posts relating to the conflict in Kashmir,291 and removing an iconic
Vietnam War photo of a young napalm victim because it ran afoul of nudity restrictions.292 While
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Facebook conceded that these materials and accounts were taken down by mistake and restored them,
the cases illustrate the difficulty of making judgments about what materials fall within its broadly
phrased community standards.293

Selected Removal Standards
Facebook: organizations engaged in “terrorist activity” not allowed to have a presence on the
site; removes content that expresses support for groups engaged in terrorist or organized criminal
activity, supports or praises leaders of such groups, and condones their violent activity.294
Twitter: blocks accounts that “make threats of violence or promote violence, including threatening
or promoting terrorism.”295
YouTube: prohibits content intended to recruit for terrorist organizations, incite violence, celebrate
terrorist attacks or otherwise promote acts of terrorism, and does not permit foreign terrorist
organizations to use the site.296
Microsoft: deletes “terrorist content” by, or in support of, terrorist organizations identified for
sanctions by the United Nations Security Council if the material “depicts graphic violence,
encourages violent action, endorses a terrorist organization or its acts, or encourages people to join
such groups.”297

It is an open question whether removing online content is particularly useful in fighting terrorism.
ISIS’s use of Twitter has been examined in a handful of studies, some of which suggest that suspending
accounts of ISIS supporters is helpful in limiting the group’s reach.298 Others scholars, however
maintain that these efforts are futile and that accounts simply re-appear under other names.299 For
example, according to The New York Times, Twitter repeatedly tried to cut off the pro-ISIS account of a
group called Asawitiri Media, which in 2015 was on its 335th iteration.300 Indeed, removals may even
be counterproductive: they can destroy potentially valuable sources of intelligence; close avenues for
engaging with and dissuading ISIS supporters (a core part of CVE counter-messaging strategy); and
result in a smaller, but more focused and coherent group operating in a “much louder echo chamber,”
thus creating greater risks.301 Another unresolved question is whether it is “ethical to suppress political
speech, even when such speech is repugnant?”302 While most may find it acceptable to remove ISIS
accounts, doing so risks the proverbial slippery slope that could result in the removal of posts and videos
from groups that may not be violent but are nonetheless distasteful or unpopular.
Lastly, it must be noted that the policies governing takedowns are set by the corporations that own
these platforms. While some progress has been made in increasing transparency about removals for
counterterrorism or CVE purposes, the data is anecdotal and — except in cases of a public outcry —
little information is available about the actual types of information and accounts that are deleted.303
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B. Counter-messaging
The Obama administration also encouraged alternatives to the messaging of groups like ISIS through
direct funding and by encouraging “the private sector to consider ways to increase the availability of
alternative content.”304
Government counter-messaging efforts are not new. During the Cold War, the U.S.-owned Radio Free
Europe beamed programs to those living behind the Iron Curtain.305 Until recently, these efforts were for
overseas consumption and conducted primarily through the State Department. In 2013, key portions
of the Smith-Mundt Act were repealed,306 lifting the requirement that the Statement Department
disseminate its programs only to audiences abroad.307 This paves the way for domestic distribution of
the State Department’s programs.308 DHS recently awarded $2.7 million in CVE funding for countermessaging309 and such campaigns are also a part of the agenda of the CVE pilot programs in Boston,
Los Angeles, and Minneapolis.310
In addition, encouraged by the government, at least some companies are taking steps to promote
messages that rebut “extremist” views. Google has given grants to nonprofit organizations “to enable
[them] to place counter-radicalization ads against search queries of their choosing.”311 In 2016, the
company’s “tech incubator” Jigsaw (previously called Google Ideas) tested a program called the Redirect
Method. A search for one of 1,700 keywords triggered ads leading to anti-ISIS playlists curated from
existing material on the internet.312 Similarly, the State Department piloted a four-week Facebook
campaign targeting people in Morocco, Tunisia, and Saudi Arabia who “expressed an interest in Iraq,
Syria, or Islamic State-related topics, as indicated by their Facebook activity” and directed them to
videos that were meant to dissuade them from supporting ISIS.313
Counter-messaging campaigns raise several questions. First, how are companies identifying users to
in order to provide targeted content? If they are running algorithms that identify users searching for
certain terms, which are likely closely associated with political views, this information may be available
to the companies and potentially shared with the government. Second, while providing the opportunity
for sponsored ads as Google has done is relatively harmless, larger scale attempts at manipulating
information available on the internet may damage companies’ reputations. Facebook faced a firestorm
of criticism when it was alleged that it had manipulated the “Trending Topics” portion of its newsfeed to
demote conservative sources.314 Similar concerns have been raised about recent efforts by the company
to identify “fake news” on its site.315
A key issue when the government funds counter-messaging campaigns is whether its involvement will
be disclosed. CVE programs seek to work through third-party interlocutors who are perceived as more
effective messengers than the government.316 But concealing government sponsorship has the potential
to backfire; here too the U.K.’s experience again proves instructive. The British government funded a
multi-million dollar “series of clandestine propaganda campaigns intended to bring about ‘attitudinal
and behavioral change’ among young British Muslims as part of a counter-radicalization program[].”317
When the initiative became publicly known, it was met with broad condemnation for “undermining,
rather than amplifying, the work of Muslim civil society,” generating further distrust among the U.K.’s
Muslim communities,” and treating citizens as a fifth column.318
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Indeed, elevating certain types of information through government funding may be inimical to free
speech if the sponsor is not disclosed. While it is not clear that there are any legal rules requiring the
disclosure of government sponsorship for CVE messaging, courts and individual judges have regularly
expressed concerns about the distorting impact of allowing government speech to be disseminated
without attribution.319
Finally, there is little consensus about the effectiveness of counter-messaging campaigns. Proponents
point to the number of people reached by such methods,320 but there is a significant leap from getting
people to click on a link or watch a video to changing their views. As one of the State Department
officials involved in setting up early counter-messaging ventures stated: “Nobody wants to cop to the
fact that [messaging is] pretty tangential to stopping fighters from carrying out attacks,” although “[i]t
probably helps at the margins.”321
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VI.

Conclusion and Recommendations
The government’s primary interest in engaging with American Muslim communities is to ensure that
they report individuals they suspect of involvement in terrorism. CVE expands the pool of individuals
whom the government seeks to identify to include those who are considered in some way vulnerable
to becoming terrorists, with the promise that there are methods for diverting such individuals from the
path to extremism. As the above discussion demonstrates, empirical research does not support the idea
that such individuals can be reliably identified. Moreover, the notion that the government will use nonlaw enforcement approaches rather than prosecutions is belied by placing CVE programs under the
jurisdiction of law enforcement agencies and by the close involvement of law enforcement. Not only
does this approach put any troubled or politically active Muslim in the crosshairs of counterterrorism
policing, but it also adds little to our security because the likelihood of false positives is so high. By creating
suspicion among large segments of the Muslim community, as these programs have demonstrably done,
CVE also damages the already strained relationship between American Muslims and law enforcement,
undermining counterterrorism cooperation.
It is recommended that government agencies abandon the CVE framework. This means more than just
changing the name. Rather, it is recommended that they do the following.

A. Focus Counter-Terrorism on Evidence of Wrongdoing, Not Vague and Disproven Indicators
The goal of preventing terrorism is best met by pursuing those who are suspected of planning or
committing acts of violence based on concrete facts. This approach focuses law enforcement resources
on actual criminal activity rather than vague notions of alienation and political beliefs. Targeted
intelligence gathering and normal police work — exploring the connections of known terrorist
networks (including online) and investigating tips of genuinely suspicious activity, for example —
would allow law enforcement officers to identify individuals before they undertake violence. The
Institute of Homeland Security Solutions, which examined 86 terrorist plots against U.S. targets from
1999 to 2009, confirms this common sense conclusion. More than 80 percent of the foiled plots
were discovered “via observations from law enforcement or the general public.”322 While the study did
not discount the importance of intelligence gathering, it emphasized “the importance of more basic
processes, such as ensuring that investigative leads are properly pursued, which unclassified reporting
suggests have foiled an order of magnitude more cases.”323

B. Repair Relations with Muslim Communities
Like any other American community, Muslims have a critical role to play in reporting suspicious activity
of all sorts, including relating to terrorism. And the evidence shows Muslims are responsible for providing
information on up to 40 percent of thwarted terrorism plots.324 Yet the relationship has been frayed. For
the last 15 years, law enforcement agencies have treated Muslims as suspect communities. There needs
to be a re-set, forming broad-based partnerships with Muslim that are not based solely counterterrorism
cooperation and are designed to allay fear and build trust. In concrete terms, this means:
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•

Outreach efforts to American Muslims should identify and address community concerns,
rather than build relationships to advance a contentious counter-terrorism framework. A
broad lens on engagement efforts will ameliorate the concerns of American Muslims that
they are viewed as a suspect community, providing a more sustainable and stable basis for
building trust.

•

All community engagement programs should be completely transparent, with a clear
articulation of their purpose and the government agencies involved.

•

Law enforcement agencies should not lead engagement programs. Rather, they should be
called upon when necessary to answer questions, or if invited by community institutions.

•

To quell concerns about spying, all community partnership programs should include specific,
publicly announced, robust safeguards to ensure that they are not used as intelligence gathering
vehicles. The FBI, as well as local police and other law enforcement agencies, should adopt public,
comprehensive policies that enshrine a bright line between community outreach and intelligence
gathering, except in instances where an official becomes aware of criminal activity. 325

C. Build Concrete Safeguards into CVE Programs
If government agencies continue to run CVE programs or fund them, then they and grant recipients
must adhere to certain rules to ameliorate the numerous risks posed by CVE. In a welcome development,
DHS’s notice of CVE funding opportunities asks those applying for grants to describe potential impacts
to privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties, and “ways in which applicants will protect against or mitigate
those impacts.”326 And the 2016 White House CVE Plan provides that Agency lawyers will “analyze
potential privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties considerations”327 for federal CVE programs. These
protections should be bolstered in the following ways:
•

Safeguards should uniformly cover all agencies and programs, and information about all
programs should be posted online on a central portal;

•

All CVE programs supported or funded by government agencies should be evaluated by
privacy and civil liberties officers or attorneys at the relevant agency using publicly available
criteria and methodology.

•

All safeguarding plans and evaluations should be disclosed to the public.

•

There should be a complaints process for those who believe their rights have been violated by CVE.

•

CVE training materials, information sharing procedures and evaluation tools should be
publicly available so that they may be reviewed by experts who are independent of the
government.
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•

Specific and publicly available protocols should be developed to protect confidentiality
during sensitive intervention and mental health-oriented programs.

D. Delink Social and Educational Programs from Counter-Terrorism
The CVE programs in Minneapolis and Montgomery County include several social and educational
programs — such as conflict resolution, youth engagement and family support — that may, in the
long term, contribute to reducing violence. While there is no evidence to show that these programs
are useful for counterterrorism, they are broadly beneficial. For the most part, they do not present
the same level of risk as individualized intervention efforts. On the other hand, there is a significant
history of spying on Muslim communities via community engagement programs. Accordingly, it is
recommended that these efforts be housed in appropriate agencies and not under a counterterrorism
or law enforcement umbrella. And like community engagement programs, these too should include
specific, publicly announced, robust safeguards to increase community trust. Giving law enforcement
access to data collected through these programs would increase community distrust of all government
programs.

E. Greater Transparency About Online CVE
Online CVE initiatives online requires a different range of fixes. These programs affect a broad swath
of Americans who may be researching or discussing politics or religion online. At the very least, the
government should refrain from pressuring social media companies to monitor their platforms for
vague and disproven indicators of “radicalization.” Companies should be more forthright about what
exactly they are doing in terms of monitoring and removal. They should build on their transparency
record in the context of government requests for removal by publicly disclosing information about
the process for identifying content that might violate their community standards or terms of service
(e.g., does it involve an algorithm? what role do humans play in making decisions?) and disclose the
number of posts or accounts they are deleting. In addition, they need to find mechanisms to assure their
customers that information is being removed from their platforms in an even-handed way and is not
distorting the flow of information online.
Finally, government funding of domestic counter-messaging initiatives should be disclosed so that
these programs not to cross the line into secret government propaganda, which is antithetical to
democratic values.

F. Ensure Government-Funded Research Adheres to Scientific Protocols
For at least the last several years, a significant focus of CVE funding has been research into the drivers
and signs of radicalization. As experts have noted, and as is demonstrated in this report, this research
often fails to adhere to basic scientific protocols, and studies are often kept secret. The 2016 CVE
Implementation Plan and the 2016 DHS CVE Strategy both include welcome commitments to
making research public.328 However, it is also critical that the research the government relies on when
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formulating and disseminating policies is conducted in accordance with scientific principles. This
means that government should, at the very least, require researchers to: 1) use valid and reliable social
scientific methods, including unbiased sampling and control groups; and 2) subject their findings to
academic peer review.
For all the research dollars that have been spent on counterterrorism, little seems to have been channeled
to measuring effectiveness. Again, the 2016 CVE Implementation Plan and the 2016 DHS CVE
Strategy are promising first steps in that they include a greater focus on measuring the effectiveness of
programs. 329 Data-driven analysis is vital for both community-oriented programs and for online CVE
initiatives, and should be integral to project design and approval.
Finally, evaluations must find ways to measure the negative consequences of programs as well, including
in terms of erosion of trust, undermining of constitutional norms, and stigmatization of Muslim
communities. These should serve as a basis for developing concrete safeguards that go beyond the
assurances of consideration of civil rights and civil liberties issues that have thus far been provided.
Simply put, CVE is not the right solution for preventing terrorism in the United States. The way
forward with Muslim communities is to treat their integration and success — rather than their ability
to spot terrorists — as the goal of government programs.
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